What is important to YOU as a manufactured homeowner?

Add your voice!

The Washington Association of Manufactured Homeowners (WA AMHO) wants to hear from you!

WA AMHO has launched a survey of manufactured homeowners to help shape our plans and priorities. What matters to you? Go to: https://forms.gle/3upgim7Radpf5f7B9

AMHO is dedicated to promoting, representing, preserving, and enhancing the rights and interests of manufactured homeowners in the state of Washington.

Many in our communities are facing insecurity. Rising rents, park buyouts, struggles to know our rights – everyone deserves peace and security in our homes. Help AMHO plan for the future and bring education, resources and support to our communities.

Use your phone’s camera to scan the code to the right and click on the link – it will take you right to the survey page. Or type in the link: https://forms.gle/VLvYWr6KMzXLj84s8